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ABSTRACT: In this article the concept, the process of formation and the characteristics of 

game addiction will be presented. Many types of game addiction are known, but the scope of 

persons concerned is significantly different depending on what game types we are talking. 

Game addiction, especially gambling addiction, is one risk factor of deviant behaviours.  

Hungarian and international studies revealed a direct connection between gambling 

addiction and crimes against property. The advancements of the 21th century open new 

dangerous windows, especially for the younger generations. Online gambling can be 

reached by anyone, the computer games and even the internet itself can cause addiction. 

Acting against these is more and more difficult. 
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1. PREFACE 

 

“When we think about the idea of delinquency, we do not associate it with the idea of 

gambling, however the connection between them is becoming tighter. Hence we consider 

important to examine also this aspect. In the past, people were not aware that addiction to 

gambling can be the cause of different crimes, so a higher rate of prisoners are addicted 

than the statistics show. Nowadays the opportunities and access to all kinds of gambling 

are escalading, which can intensify the felonies attached to it.”
1
 The game addiction, 

especially gambling, has an serious effect on the behaviour, and directly or indirectly it is 

a risk factor of deviant behaviour. Hungarian studies, like Tessényi and Kovács, evinced 

that gambling addiction is primarily connected to crime against property (especially theft) 
2
 but there also have been several cases involving embezzlement, robbery, homicide or 

economic and business related offenses.  
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